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1. Introduction 

Let A denote the mod 2 Steenrod algebra. Let hi E Extfi 2’(Z2, Z,) be the classes 
corresponding to the generators Sq’ E A as described by Adams in 121. D.M. Davis 
shows in [S] that hi are acted on faithfully by portions of Ext>*(E2,Hz) which 
increase with i. More precisely, he shows that if a#0 in Exti’(Z$, Z2) with 
0< t -s< 2j, then @hi #0 for i 2 zj + 1. In this paper we prove a similar result. We 
prove hi? are acted on faithfully by portions of Ext>*(Hz,Z2) which increase with a’. 
To state precisely the result we fix some notation. Let A, be the sub-Hopf-algebra 
of A generated by Sq’, Sq’, . . . , Sq”. l’he set (n 1 %J#O in A, such that Ial = n} is 
bounded where Ial means deg(a). Let d, be the largest integer in this set. We will 
show later that d/ = (1- 1)2’+2 + I+ 5. 

Theorem 1.1. Let a be a non-zero class in Ext>‘& Z2) with t - s > 0. Let i be 
the smallest integer such that 2’ - 2 2 t -s. Then ah:, +O for all m such that 
2 )?I - I >sdi+, -t. 

Corollary 1.2. ht hi l l 9 h f, f 0 in Ext~&Z?.2, Z2) for any finite increasing sequence 

( i,, i2, . . . i,,) of positive integers such that the successive numerical conditions in 
Theorem I. 1 are satisfied. 

It is a conjecture [ 181 that the classes h? survive the Adams spectral sequence for 
the stable homotopy groups of spheres [l]. This conjecture is known to be true for 
05 is 5. If the conjecture is true, thq,r the classes in (1.2) probably also survive the 
Adams spectral sequence. These proalems, however, remain to be done. 

Theorem 1 .l stems from a conjecture of Mahowald in [7] (Conjecture V.2.4); in 
particular it shows that a large part of Mahowald’s conjecture is true. We refer to 
Mahowald’s memoir [7] for the significance of his conjecture in homotopy. 
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The following relations hold in Ext>*(Ez, Zz): 

(1) hi+$i = 0, (2) hf+ 2hi = 0, (3) hf+* = hi+,hf, 

(4) hc+‘hi* * = 0, (5) h#+, = 0, (6) h;h;+ 3 = 0. 

The first four of these are due to J.F. Adams (2,3] and the rest are due to J.P. May 
[IO]. It has been a conjecture that these are the only relations among the hi%. Davis 
(51 has given an evidence for the conjecture by showing that these relations are 
closed under the squaring operations 

Sq’ : Exti j(;Zz, Z2) -+ Ext3;+ ‘“(Z,, ZZ) 

of Liulevicius [6]. From relations (3) we see any non-zero monomial a! in the hi’s 
can be uniquely expressed as cy =h$%~lh~2---h~ where O<i,<i,<**~i,, E+O and . 
c, = 1 or 2 for j s 1: Theorem 1.1 shows that monomials of this form are non-zero 
provided Ed = 0 and the integers ij are far apart from one another, which is a part 
of the conjecture. 

Our proof of Theorem 1. I is based on a spectral sequence of Adams (21. In Sec- 
tion 2 we describe this spectral sequence and study some of its properties in the case 
which is not discussed in [2]. In Section 3 we make some calculations in the Steenrod 
algebra which arise when using the spectral sequence of Adams. In Section 4 we 
complete the proof of Theorem 1.1. 

2. A spectral sequence of Adams 

Let I- a be connected, locally finite Hbpf algebra over Z2, A a sub-Hopf-algebra 
of f, and r and /f the augmentation ideals of r and /1 respectively. Let Q = T/f l A 
and j2 = i=/i?i. /i acts on G? and a from the left via the inclusion /1 -C Let F(T*) 
be the cobar construction of f. We filter it by setting 

[ul ] u2 1 l -- ] us] E F(T*)‘c” = F@’ 

if u, annihilates A for at least p values of i. SO F(f *) = F”’ 3 F’” 3 l l 

Theorem 2.1 (Adams). This filtrution of F(P) defines a spectral sequence (Ef”) 
which c’owerges to Ext;:‘(&, Z2) and one hcs 

Here the 

-/‘. 4 _ 6 - H”‘+ (I(Ftp + ‘I) G Extf”, ((@P, Z,). 

superscripts “p+ q” and “q” refer to homological degrees and 

(sy = 
( J5 if p = 0, 

\ Ch5+@l2 if p>O. 
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We recall a part of Adams’ proof of Theorem 2.1. We begin by considering the 
vector-space dual of the spectral sequence [EF4}. Let B(f) be the bar construction 
of r We filter it by setting 

[f7&+*Ia,] E8(r)‘P’=B(PJ 

if oi E Li for at least s-p values of i. Then F@) = @(r)/BcP-‘))*. Thus the re- 
sulting spectral sequence {Ei,,} of this filtration on B(T) is the Zz-dual of { E,Pq} . 
It suffices to show 

Ed q = Hp+q(#p)/B’p-‘) z Tor&&, (@p). 1 

Adams proves this by considering certain subquotient complexes of the bar resolu- 
tion r@ B(T). Specifically he considers for each ~10 the quotient 

C(P) = /i @ Ij(P’+/1@ pp- “/r@ #P- 1). 

It is easy to see that C’@)=/i @(@P’/i3(p-1’ ); so C,(p) =0 if s<p where the suffix 
s refers to homological degree. 

Lemma 2.2. 

H (Ctp)) s mp 
s 

0 

The isomorphism for s = p is obtained by projecting A to Zz and (Pjp to (@p. 

Lemma 2.2 is Lemma 2. 3.1 in [2] to which we refer for details of the proof. 
Lemma 2.2 shows that the free /I-complex Ctp) is a free resolution of (Qp over 

/i where the A-action on (@p is determined by Ctp) and 2.2. Thus 

E;,y = HP+ ,(B (p)/B -(p- ‘I) s Hp+,(Zzo/l C(p)) = Tor$Zz,(@P). 

This proves Theorem 2.1. 
The action of /i on 0 is the usual one. For pr2 the action of /I on (@p, how- 

ever, is not the diagonal action. For our purpose it suffices to consider this action 
for p = 2 which is described as follows. By the Milnor-Moore Theorem [ 121 r is free 
as a left or right module over /1. Let { yi}izo be a right J-base for rwith yo= 1. Let 
jii be the image of yi in Q. Then { yi}ir 1 is a Lz-ba!;e for 0. Given a E/I and 
jJj, 0 yI, E (sZ)*, let ay, = I:_, rj(l)aj(A) with aj(d) e/l. Then 

This formula is derived from Adams’ proof of Lemma 2.2 in 121. A conceptually 
simple way to describe this action is the following. r, and hence -4, acts from the 
left on .r& $k Q @ 0 in a natural way. Then (0)’ is a /l-submodule of S? @ 0. 
This /i-action on (a)’ can be shown to be isomorphic to the diagonal action (see 
(2.1) in [4]). 
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Remark 2.3. In [2] Adams discusses his spectral sequence only for the case that /1 
is central in r, i.e., ab = ba for all a e/l and b E f (to serve othtir purposes there). 
in this case 0 (hence (@p for p2 2) gets trivial operations from /1. It suffices to 
assume /1 is normal in r, i.e., refi =ii l f in order to have 0 get trivial operations 
from /1. Here we do not impose either condition on /i as in our applications of 
Theorem 2.1 we shall take r to be the Steenrod algebra A and /1= A, for some 1 
where the Al’s are as described in Section 1 and these subalgebras are not normal 

in A. 

To apply Theorem 2.1 in proving Theorem 1.1 we need to study the complexes 
F”‘/F’” and F’“/F O) . Consider the cobar constructions F(A*j @I (@)p, p = 1,2. 
Our result (Proposition 2.4) is that there are a natural embedding 

h : F(A *) @ Q* 3 F”)/F@’ 

and a projection 

g? : F’2’/F’3’ -+ F(/1 *) &J ($?*)’ 

such that both are chain equivalences. The map g2 is not natural; it depends on the 
choice of a right A-base for K It is possible to show that FfP)/FtJ’+” is chain 
equivalent to F(A *) @ (D*)” for any p. For our purpose we will only consider fi 
and g?. Explicit formulae describing .fi and g2 will be relevant. It sulfites to describe 
their &-duals 

J; :B(l)/B(O’-+&l)@sZ and gz:B(n)o(~)‘-+B”“‘/Bl”. 

We begin with J;. For a E r let ti; be its image in Q. Given [(;! [ l 1 a,] E B(“%(‘), 
there is a unique a, such that ai @A. Then define Ti by 

& is a little complicated to describe. We choose a right A-base { yi)iro for r with 
)rCj = 1. Then { pJir 1 is a &base for 0. We first define a h2-map (b: M-M where 
M c EWP is generated by all [aI 1 l I aF) such that the unique aj $ ii lies in 

(Y1 ! rrl- Given [a, j l a- ] o_J EM. Let aj be the eiement such that Uj = ok for some 
k L 1. We define @([a] ( l -a 1 n,]) by induct; .)n on j. If j = 1, then set 

@Eb&+~a,l)= ~&++J. 

I I) as = [ 
[al ) l a= /a,_,] @as (i=s), 

0 (i < s). 
(2) 

Supposcj > 1 and suppose @([a; 1 l ) ai]) is defined for all [a; ) l I ai] such that the in- 
teger 1’ for which aiS = yl is less than j. Let U, I pk = Cy_, yltl,artA) with Y~(~)E (Y&O 

and u,(;,) E A. By inductive hypsthesis @([n, / .*a I aj-2 1 ~1) / a,(A) 1 aj+ 1 1 l ** I or,]) is 
defined for all A. Then define 
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Here [q 1 l . . 1 c,] = 0 if ci = 1 for some i. This convention is also adopted in what 
foIlows. 

We proceed to define 82. Given [q 1 l 1 a,] @ (j$ @ j$) E hi(A) @ (6)2, we define 
g2([q I l ] a,] @ (p,, @ yq)> by induction on s. If s = 0, then set 

g,( Yp 69 ?q) = i rp I Yql- 

Suppose s > 0 and suppose gz( [a2 1 l . . I a,] @ ( &, 0 j+)) is defined. Let 

j, ho41 I b2fPJ I l ** I h+ I(P) I %I = 
be the sum of all those elements [6; I l lb:+, Il4+2] appearing in the sum 
g,([a,l -0. IaS] @( yP@ Y,)) such that b; E { yi}i= 1 and &+2 = V, (if there is such a 

sum). Let QlYk(p) = CA Yf(A*j&CA*,, with yrcA, fl) E ( )q}+o and altAg pu) E A. Then define 

82([a1 

Here if O= C [cl 
To give a more 

it out for the case 

c21-Ic,,,], then [L IO] d enotes the sum c ]c~c, I- Its+ J. 

clear picture about the inductive formula (3) we explicitly write 
s= 1 and s=2. For s= ?, given a @ ( jJp @ j$) E By @ (0)2, let 

QYp = CA yapaa and let aa Ye = Zj yjqa bj with ydP, YjqA E (yi}iro and aA, bj EA. Then 

For s = 2, given [aI 1 a2] @ ( pp 0 pq) E B(A)2 0 @)‘, let 

Q2Yp = c YApah QAYq = C YjqAbj9 
;r j 

a1 YAP = c YVAJJV~ cvYjqA = C YAvjqAdA V c1 

with yap, yj4a, ,LA~, YpvjqA in ( ~i)i r~ and aA, bjg c,, d’ in A. Then 

Proposition 2.4. The maps fi : F(R *) @ a* + F(“/Fi2’ and g2 : F(2’/F(“i + 

F(P) @ (o*)2 wifh their Z2-duals $I and g2 defined by (2) and (3) are chain 

equivalences. 
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Proof. It suffices to show that 3, : @‘)/~(“)-+&l) @ i? and g2:&I) @ (6!)2 + 
B(‘/E#r) are chain equivalences. Consider Adams free /i-resolutions 

and the bar resolutions /i @ B(X) @ (5))” of (a)? It is not difficult (although 
tedious) to verify that 

l., 0.6 : c “k4@B(/1)@~ and ln@g2 :/1 @B(/1)@(0)2-+c’2’ 

are chain maps over /i and induce isomorphisms in homology. Thus both In @3r 
and l., @ & are /l-chain equivalences. So 

are chain equivalences. 3 

We conclude this section by summarizing some properties of the map g2 which 
follow immediately from formula (3). 

We assume li is finite dimensional over Z2. Let d be the largest integer for which 
there are non-zero elemarclts a E /i such that [ai = d. Let {v,} be a &-base for 7 such 
that ( y,},, 1 c (Or} and let { 0:) be its dual base for jT*. Note that Q* CT*. In the 
lemma below elements _n; of a non-zero cochain [(x1 ) l 1 a,] in F(T*) (or 
F’“‘/F’P + 1) ) or non-zero elements in a* will be basis elements in (cy*}. Let 
i*;r*-+ji* b e the Z2-dual of the inclusion i : ii -+E We write 

lcrl I -*- I crsl@ cdw E gz([P, 1 l ** l&+21) 

Lemma 2.5. (i) Si4ppose [(~~I.‘.Ia;la,,,l~~+~] is Q non-zero element in F(2)/F(‘) 
such that cy, + z E j2* and cu, + I annihilates .a. Then 

[PI 1 . . . !p,,, lz] E (F(2)/F(3)).s+2*r+ .‘I+ ;‘, 
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3. Some calculations in the Steenrod algebra which arise when using the spectral 
sequence of Adams 

Let A, be the sub-Hopf-algebra of the Steen&ad algebra A generated by 

Sq’, Sq2 , . . . , Sq” and let 52 = A/A ‘A,. In this section we determine the structure of 
a* (Proposition 3.1) using Milnor’s description of A and prove that &2 acts 
trivially on certain A,-module generators of (@2 (Proposition 3.4). 

We begin by recalling from Milnor [11] that 

with coproduct given by 

where deg( &) = 2’ - I. Let x : A* -+A* be the canonical anti-automorphism of A* 
[ 123 and let & =X(ci). From the definition of K we have 

and 

(4) 

(9 

Then A*=Z&52, . ..) and 

Let Q=A/A& Then Q*CA*. 

This generalizes a result of F. Peterson in [ 131 where he proves Proposition 3.1 
for I = 1. We shall follow Peterson’s method to prove 3.1 and we begin by recalling 
a result of his in [ 131. 

A acts on A”’ from the left and from the right by transposing. More precisely, 
given a E A and M*E 11 *, define am* and m*a by (am*, b) = (m*, ba) and (m*a, b) = 
(m*,ab). The operations of A lower the degrees. 

Lemma 3.2 (Peterson). Urtder the above A-action A* is a left and a right algebra 
over A, that is, Cartan’s formula holds and 

Sq((k) = <k + tf- 1’ (&)sq = tk +tk-1 
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where Sq = CFz o Sq’. 

It follows from Cartan’s formula that 

%2ix2J = t 
(sq2’-Jx)2’ (i >j), 

0 W.i) 

for al1 SE A4 *. 

Lemma 3.3. (i) Sq’i,+z=O for Ask. 
(ii) sq?/~~“: b =0 for OsAs’ and 1 sksl+ 1 

Proof. We first deduce (ii) from (i). We may assume A r:l+ 2 -k. Then 
sq’tc;l ’ 2 h = & +k I L)“” 2 k = ,o 

by (i) since i, + k - / - 2 zz k - 2. 
We prove (i) by induction on k. If k = 0, then ;I = 0 and &+2 = (2 ==& 1 rf (by 

(4)). We have 

Sq’& = sq’<, + sq’ti’ = 4: + r: = 0. 

Thus the result is true for k = 0. Suppose k >O and suppose the result is true fcr 
k’<k. By (4) 

If E.=O, then 
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A-1 
= 1 (sq-’ 

j=l 
Sq2A-‘~~:2_j){f-l +j$l (Sq2irkzi2-jJtj 

= ‘i’ Sq2’-‘-1(Sq2A-‘-j~~+2_j)2i~~_~ + i (Sq2AvJ(k+2_j)2J(j* 
j=l j=l 

By inductive hypothesis Sq2’-‘-Jr,,,_j=Sq2A-J~~+2_j=0 since A-l-j<&jlk-jc 
k. So Sq2i[k+ 2 = 0. This proves Lemma 3.3. 

Proof of Proposition 3.1. For QEA let R(a):A +A and L(a):A*+A* be the maps 
defined by R(a) b = ba and L(a)b* = ab*. Consider the exact sequence 

R(Sq’) @-@ R(Sq2’) 
‘A ~(A/AY+Q-0. 

Dualizing this we get an exact sequence 
L(Sq’) @ .-a @ L(Sq”) TI* 

t /I*+------52”~0. 

By Lemma 3.3 and Cartan’s formula we see 
2l+i 2’ 

B2Kl 9 c2 ,..., r:+1,~,+2,~*.]~ker~*=1(2*. 

But it is well known [9] that 

{Sq( rl,r2, l *a) 1 ri = a multiple of 2’+‘+ for 05&/+2, r,+jTO forjr2) 

is a Z2-base for IR where Sq(rl, r2, . . . ) is the Milnor basis element in A dual to 
C[I @ . . . , Since deg(&) = deg(&), it follows that the vector spaces Q* and 

z/+1 2’ 
~2Kl ~c2r-rclL~5;+2 , . . . ] have the same finite dimension in each degree and so 
they are equal. This proves Proposition 3.1. 

We next proceed to show that &2 acts trivially on certain &module generators 
of (o)2. We recall again that the Milnor basis for A is { Sq(r,, r2, . .* )} which is dual 
to the monomial basis for the polynomial algebra A* = Z,[ <r, c2, . . . 1. Let x : A -+A 

be the canonical anti-automorphism of A. Then {x Sq(rl, r2, . . . )) is the basis for A, 
dual to the monomial basis for the polynomial algebra A * = a,[ &, lx, . . . 1. By 

Proposition 3.1 the set 

& {xSq(rl,r2,...) Ir;=ki21+2-i for OzGsl+2, r,+j~O for jr2) (7) 

is a Z2-base for Q. We write Sq(r2, r,, . . . , rk) for Sq(rl, r2, . . . ) if rk +j = 0 for j ~1 
and simply write x(rl, r2, . . . , rk) for x Sq(rl, r2, . . . , rk). 

Proposition 3.4. (i) x(i 2l+ l) @ x( j 2’+ r ) are Al-module generators of (D)2 where 

i>O. j>O. 
(ii) A,_ 1 acts trivially on these’generators (1 L 2). 
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Proof. By Lemma 3.3(ii) a nd Cartan’s formula, Sq2ic12t+ * = 0 for 0 5 A ~5 1. Since 
sq*,sq2, . ..) Sq2’ generate A/ it follow; r-hat &‘+’ = 0 for a&&; so x(i 2’+ l) are 
A,-module generators of 0. Then formula (1) in Section 2 shows that x(i 2’+ I) @ 
x(j 2/+’ ) are A,-module generators of (@2. This proves (i). 

To prove (ii) we first show that /t; I_ 1 acts trivially on x(j 2’+*), that is 
-- 

ax(j 2/+‘) = 0 for adi_,. (*) 

It suffices to show that for any monomial 

in Q*=Z,[$‘,r,“:...,$+,,&+,,...] with im[>O,, lz~r~<-<r, (if r&+2, then 
interpret 2” ’ - ‘(1 as l), if d(m) has a term of the form s&$““’ with 1~1>0, then 
q projects to zero under A*--+&Y_ I. If r, s/+ 1, then 

if r&1+2, then 

It follows that if x@[p~d(&!;“” ‘“), then 4 is a multiple of 2’+l (we allow q=O) 
and _Y is of the form 

with ZrZ5-- < 2, (if t, 3 / + 1, then 2” ’ -c, = 1). This implies 
. 

with 25s,< ...<sq (if s,>l+ 1, then 2’+lMsU= 1). Since I+O, u,>O for some cy. 
From (6) (mbvith I replaced by I- 1) we see rl projects to zero in A,*_ 1 l This proves (*b 

Similarly, 
__-_- _ _. _-- --. __ 

a*yy(i 29 = ax(2i 2’) = 0 in 0’ = ~/A$_ 1 for a&&-, .#* (**) 

Let c Ya lu rO 

is the Zz- 
({ yi}D,o> be a right A,-base (A/-,-base) for A such that B= { JJ~}@,~ 

ase for Q in (7). Given WEA,._ ?. Let ax(i 2’+‘) = &~ ~,$Q~~ wifh 
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Y;(A) E { )$}sho and aj(A) E A,_ 1. The result (**) implies aj(A) E&_, for each A (since 
i>O). Let 

&A, = F yj@, VI b,U9 i9 

with yj(A, v) E { v,}, z 0 and bj(A, ,,) z Al. Then 

aX(i 2’+ ‘) = Fv Yj(A, v) bj(A, v)aj(A)* 
. 

Since aj(A)EA/- 1, from formula (1) in Section 2 and the result (*) above we see 

a(X(i 2/+1)QQ(j 2’+‘)) = C p. J(d, v) 0 bi(~,,jaj~n,x(j 2’+ ’ 1 = 0. 1 . v 

This completes the proof of Proposition 3.4. 

We conclude this section with the following corollary to Proposition 3.4 which 
is rather clear. In stating the corollary we note that if aeAI with Ial ~2’~’ - 1, then 
aE AI_ 2, and so Ext2: z (Z2, E2) s Exti:(H,, Z2) for t - ss 2’- ’ - 2. 

Corollary 3.5. (i) If 1 v [q, 1 l 1 qq ] is a cocycle in F(AT) representing a non-zero 

class in Exti& Z,) and if [cY,,I zs 2’- ’ - 1 for all vk, then xv [CT,, / l 1 a,, I @ 

5 

i2lf I 

([, 

jzl+l 

@ C, ) is a cocycle in F(Ar) @ (6*)2 representing a non-zero class in 

Ext>T 2**((@2, Z2) where i > 0, j > 0. 

(ii) Let R = C, [q ] n *= 1 cr,,] @ ([;“‘I @ c{“+‘) be as in (i) and let RI = 

z,, [p,, 1 l 1 P,,] 0 (q,+, 0 ~,~?)+,be another coc~~le in F(A?) 0 @*I2 such that 

either rl/l,,,0~,~~+~~r;2”‘Or:2 for any p or R, has a subsum of the form 
(c, [pA, I pA, I l ( B~,JJ 0 <up”” 0 (fzr+‘) such that I/;, 1 52[-1 - 1 for all Ak_, 

(p94)f(i9j) and CA MI, IPA,*** I ATI is a non-boundary coL,vcle. Then (R) + (R, ) 

in Exti: 29*((a)2, Z,). 

4. Proof of Theorem 1.1 

Let a,s, t,i,di+, and m be as in Theorem 1 .l. These notations will be fixed 
throughout this section. We recall that di, 1 is the largest integer for which there are 
non-zero elements ae Ai+ I such that Ial = dii 1. From (6) of Section 3 we see 

di+l = (~(2’~~-1,E’~‘-1,...,3,1)1 =-i2i+3+i+6. 

By assumption 2”‘-l >Sdi+l - t and t-sl2’-2. Since t-s>0 and cx#O, Adams 
vanishing theorem on Ext>*(Z2,Z2) [3] implies t + 3 2 3s. From these one easily 
verifies that 

(a) Y+’ is a positive multiple of 2i+2, 
(b) !+2”‘+1>(2i+2- I)@+ l), and 
(C) di+,>+(2’-2+ l)>t. 
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To prove Theorem 1.1 we apply Theorem 2.1 by taking T=A and /i =Ai+t. By 

Proposition 3.1 

So B=(X(r,,r~,...)Irj=kj21’3-J for j&+2 and ri+kZO for kZ3) is a right 
Ai+,-base for A. Let i*:A*+Ai*,I be dual to the inclusion i:Ai+l+A and let 
a:A,*,,-‘A* be defined by a(~~tr;?~~~)=~~l~~~~.. Then i*‘a= IA:,,. By 
Proposition 2.4 there is a chain equivalence 

which is given by 

This formula is obtained by dualizing (2) in Section 2. With respect to the 
A , + !-base B for A above we define 

by formula (3) in Section 2 and then take its &-dual 

gl, : F”‘/F’?’ + F(Ai*, l) @ (a*)“. * 

By Proposition 2.4, gZ is a chain equivalence. It is not easy to vlrite a formula for 
gJ. All we need about gZ for what follows is Lemma 2.5, and we recall that there 
is a convention in the lemma which for the present case is the fohqwing. When we 
consider a cochain [CQ 1 l 1 a,] in F(A*) (or F(A,*, 1)) or in F(p),/F’p+l’ the elements 
4, will be monomials in the variables ix_. 

We proceed to prove Theorem 1.1. If s= 1, then (r = hk for some k. Adams [2] 
has shown h,h~#O if j>k+2. Since 

2 m - 1 >sdi~~-t=di+~-trd;+,-~(2’-2+1) _ 

(bv (c)) it follows that r71> k + 2. So h,h,“,#O. We may thus assume sr2. d 

Let x, [a>., I l ) ait ] E F(A *)‘*I be a cocycle representing the class cy. Then 

R = c [ajL , 1 . . . j q,, 1 if”’ 1 (f”‘] E F(A *)” + 2, 1 + ?“+ ’ 
A 

is a cocycle representing ah,?, . By (a), if% 0”. Since 2’- 2 L t -s and /aA, 12 1, 

it follows that 2’ - 12 /aA, f for all Aj ; so aA, E a(iiT+ *). Therefore R lies in F(‘) 
and its image a in F(?)/F(“) is non-zero. By Lemma 2.5(i) the cocycle gz(@ 
F(A:, 1) @ ((1*)’ is given by 

and since $j. I ~2’-- I 1, by Corollary 3.5(ii), it represents a non-zero class . n 

(9) 
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2 we denote this class by ah,. TO complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 it suffices to 
show that 

(cl) d,(x)#crh~ for any x in E~*~*f~2mr’=Ext~~+‘;*~2m~‘(~,Z2), and 
(e) d2(y)#ah& for any y in E~S~1~‘~2m~‘~Extslf,‘;t~2mrl(k~,;22). 
It is well known, by the May spectral sequence [A 31, that 

Ex$+, (Z,, Z,) = 0 for i > (2’+’ - 1)s. 

From (b) we see Ext~~+~f+2m”(~2,Z2) =O. This proves (e). 
It takes more work to prove (d). We need two lemmas. Let 2 = [s(@,) 1 l 1 a(&) 1 z] 

be a cochain in &4*)Sf19f+2m+’ with 6’j EAI*,~, ZE Q*. Suppose S(Z) = 
CA [q, 1 l 1 rAs+, 1 qs+J #O where S is the coboundary homomorphism of F(i*). 
Since the coproduct A :A*+A*@A* maps 52* to A*@ 52’ it follows that 
?A~+: E a* for all A; so 6(Z) E F(? Let 2Z = C, [f;l, 1 l 1 Tag+, 1 f~(~+~] be the subsum 
of all [rP, I- I q,+, I rfls+J such that TC(, annihilates Ai+r for only one 

P: E {P,, l *.9 ,u~+ r } . Then 2Z E Ft2). Let 22 be its image in F(2)/F(3) and consider 

92(22 I* 

Lemma 4.1. (i) If the sum g2(22) is non-zero and has a term of the form 

irll I l ** I USI 0 Kp2’+z @cf21’2) with (~+q)2’+~=2”+’ and p2i+2>Sdi+i-t, then 

lfj = iT(Ojj) for aN j, Z= ~f2’+2~~2’+2 for some k and I > 0 with lzl = 2’n +’ and 
r/2’+’ @ [pz’+? E 4c;2’+32’+2), 

(ii) Conversely suppose z= cf”* c2 ’ 12”’ with I>0 and ItI =2”+‘. Then 

[a(e,) 1 l ** 1 a( 0 (r;k+l’2’+3 0 r:’ r+3 

1 E g2(2a 

and, if k= I, 

km,) 1 l ** 1 d&)1 0 cc:” -’ 0 c:m+2m ‘) E &(2Z). 

Lemma 4.2. (i) Suppose Cp’“‘@ cP2’% A([:2”Z~~21”) and (k + 21)2i+2 = 2”? If 
prq or if~2’+~=2”-’ and q2i+2==3*2m-‘, then krl. 

(ii) If k-l>k’-- I’, then 

(k + I)2’ + ? c, 

Proof of Lemma 4.1. Let T(p)= [1;,, I l I Tag+, I 7p5+21.a Then g2(22)= C, g2VO-d). SO 

h ) l *a I %I 0 (Tp2’+L 

-_ 
@ cP2”‘) 5 g2(T(v)) for some v. 

Let vj be the only element in { vl, . . . , v,, ]} such that 7,,, annihilates Ai+ 1. 

If j IS, then either 

7v, ,@T,,Ed(O(8j_l)), 7vi,=~(0k) for ksj-2, 

7Vk =0(&l) for j+ 1 skss+l and ~r~~,,~ = z, 
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or 
T,!, @ T+, E A(Cr(Oj)), T,., = o(&) for k 5.j - 1, 

TV, = cf(&_,) for j+2sk<s+l (if jcs) and T”,+~ = z. 

Since la(6J 5 Cl;+ 1 for all k it follows that both cases imply C$ ]T,,~ 1 rsd,, 1. By 
Lemma 2S(ii) this would imply 

[q* 1 l ** I &I 0 (cp2’+2 0 I;p21’) e g2mw~ 

Therefore j = s + 1. Then either 

or 

~~0 rv, . I E A (NV), 

T,,~ = a(&) for k 5 s- 1 and 7, 
$+I 

= z, 

q _ , 0 TV(, 2 (5 A w and r,, 
.I 

= G(6)j) for 15 j CS. 

-_- 

Since g(Tjv))#O, by Lemma 2.5(i), rvs+, E a* and 

By assumption, p2i+2>sdi+ 1 -t and ~22. By (c), di+l>t. SO p2i+2>di+l which 

implies r,., @ T,., _ , = qs @ cp”” $ A@(&)). Hence 

T,., . , @ T,., . : = (f”’ ’ @ ip’“’ E A(z) (*) 

with ‘~~=(/1+~)2’~‘=2”‘+~ and qj=r,, =~(6’j) for Irjls. 

Since z is a monomial in 81=&[[$“‘& 
r+l 

9.**9 C/.+29 ii+39 . ..I it follows from 
2 - /121+1 

formula (5) in Section 3 that z has to be of the form c:‘” c2 in order to have 
(4). We have Izj=k2”‘+31’2’+‘=2”? Since 2if212”fl,/‘is even, say l’=2/, So 

c’ = &k?” 2 ;;2y 

! is positive because p2’+“>0, q2’+“>0 and 

M”” 
) = 1 @ if”“’ + cl”“” @ 1, 

This proves part (i). 

To prove (ii) let &[N$)[ -/d&)1 = CA h, I--) vAs+,l and let C,, [w,,) l ( W,J 
be the subsum of all [v,*, I ..- 1 w,,,+ ,I such that w, annihilates Ai+ 1 for exactly one 
b; E (q, . . . . v,, l}. Let 

with $‘, $‘E A*. It is easy to see that yi, _v$‘E~* 

~z+z@l 

for all j. Then 

l *- I w4) IY;ly;l* 



By Lemma 2.5(i), 
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&(2Z) = ; &([W,, I l =* ( (vv,., I211 + i km) I l *. I a)1 0 (Vj’O YY>* 
j=l 

It is easy to see that 

(k+1)2"? 
Cl @[;2"' =yi@u," for some a 

and that, if k= I, 

[:” '@$zm ' 
=yi@yi for some b. 

Since z+C:~“~ and z+$~~ ‘, it follows from Lemma 2.5(ii) that 

[a(@ I l =* I a(&)] @ ([l(” +02’+ ? 0 cf2’+ )) e gz([w,, I l ** I WV, +, I zl) 

and that, if k = /, 

Ia(e,) 1 l -- ]~mlo cc:“’ ’ B rYn’ ‘) G C g2wv, 1 l *= 1 w~!.~+, 1 ti)= v 

This implies the conclusion of part (ii‘/. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.1. 0 

Proof of Lemma 4.2. We have 

A([;2’+’ ) = (g’+$?jl+ ~~~~i~~~~‘+“~~:“l)‘. 

SO [Pz”’ @ [42’*: = [(v+l)2”‘ x fk 

and’q 

“+‘1)2”’ for SOme v with 05 vdk. Thus p = v+ [ 

k - 

k;l. 
:+2 . I/v+/ ,“>‘b -k = _ = -v+21, then O=k-2v+Zrk-2k+I=i-k, 

i.e., If ~12’+~=2’“-’ and q2’+‘= 302”‘-~, then k-v+21=3(v+l) which 

implies k - I = 4v ~0, i.e., k ~1. This proves (i). 
To prove (ii) it suffices to show that if 

~;2'+'@ [f2'+' E 4~;'2'+'<;'2"2), 

then A--2p<k-I=(k+l)-21. As shown above we have il=v+l’ and 
2~ = k’- v + 21’ for some v 5 k’. Then 

A - 2~ = (V + 1’) - (k’- v+ 21’) = 2v - k’- 1’ 

~2k’-k’-l’=k’-l’ck-I. 

This proves (ii). 1 

Now we prove (d). Given any non-zero class x in 

l,s,t+2”“’ 
El 

= fps 1.1+2’““(p)/p) s Ext~~+~“Zm+‘(~,z,). 
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We have to show d,(x) f ah;,. 
By Proposition 2.4 and formula (8) x can be represented by a cocycle of the form 

. 
-rr)/F(‘) where tIA, E Aii*, ], tAS+, E 0”. We may assume 

We 
Let 

Each subsum of X which is a cocycle is not a boundary. (10) 

may consider X as in PC F(A*). Since X is a cocycle in F(‘)M2), S(X) E F”‘. 
S(X) be its image in I’(2)/F(3’ and let 

--- 
gz(6(X)) isa cocycle in F(Ai*, r) @I (fi*)2 and, by definition, represents d,(x) E 
Ext:;’ :,I + 2”’ (@)‘, S,). 

If i’L,., @ Iv,,,., $0 r;” for any v then, by Corollary 3S(ii), d,(x)= _-- 
{g-#(X))} z { gz(R)} = crhil (we recall that crhzl is represented by the cocycle gL(R) 
in (9)). 

We may thus assume 

(f) 5 K, _, @ W,,, . J = ;f”’ @ if”’ for some v. 

In this case we shall prove that the sum g2(S(X)) has a subsm of the form 
(x,, $,, 1 . . . I~~l,,)o(irl”‘o;p”*‘) such that 1&/~2’--1 and (p2”‘,q2”‘)#(2”‘,2”) 

and 5,, rlll,, I -** l11;,1 is a no+boundary cocycle. This will imply d&x) f cub,‘, again 
by Corollary 3.5( ii). 

For each A let Z;, = [~(8,,) 1 - ] ~(6~ ) I q +,] and let & be as defined in (4. I). , 
Then X = C;, zA and 

The assumption (f) means 

for some ?.. Since 2”’ > 2”’ * >sd, + I - t, by Lemma 4.1 (i), 

z, 
Vx 2’. - r/z’ + 2 

-\ . , = $1 42 with I > 0, jzl = Y’+ * 
and 

1 “! 

By kmma 4.2(i) the latter- iAnplies k 2 1. 
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We now rewrite the cocycle X as 

where ka z lu > 0, (k, + 31G)2i+2 = 2m + ’ for all a, and ,or any p the monomial q,,, , 

is not of the form cf’2i+2 <ir21+2 with k' 2 i’>O and (k’+ 31’)2’+” = 2m+ ‘. The result 
proved in the preceding paragraph shows that the second sum is not zero. Note that 
CJZ1 ]a(0?))1=r. Since lu(Bj’a))l~l and t-s~2’-2 it follows that Ja(tP)Js2’--1 

J 
for all a and j. Let 

and 

Then 

g2Gw)) = c 92t2q + i $?2(: &I>. 
P u=l 

Get D=max ,~,~,~{kp-i~}. Then DzO. We discuss in two cases: (i) D-O and 
(ii) D >O. 

Suppose D = 0. Then k, 2’ + * = 4 2’+ ’ = 2”’ - ’ ; so 

za = [a(ey) I l =* I a(eY’) I fy ’ t$“’ ‘I 

for all a. We may assume [a(#) 1 n 1 a(@))] #[o(@)) 1 l =- / a(@“))] if a#b. By 
Lemma 4.l(ii), for each a, 

[a(el”)) I l * * ] o(6~4’)J @ ([F” -’ @ r;“” ‘) E g2(zz,). 

By assumption, 2”‘- ’ > Sdi+ 1 - t. So, by Lemma 4.1(i) and Lemma 4.2(i), 

Thus Cz_, [a(ei”)) I l -* I a(@))] @ <rf”‘. ‘@ cf’“” .I) is a subsum of g2@(X)). Note 
that (2”-*, 3e2m-1 
multiples of 2i+2 

) #(2’n, 2”) and (0(6;‘))( I 2’- 1 for all j, 2”‘-’ and 302’“~’ are 
and, by (lo), C,“, I [a(@‘) I l I a@?))] is a non-boundary cocycle. 

Suppose D> Or We may assume that for some n’s n, D = k, - lo for 15 as n’. It 

is easy to see thrt ka and I0 are constants for 1 sas n’. Let k and ( be these two 
constants; so D = k - / ~0. Then 

q’ = [(#-“) 1 . . . 1 a(@‘) ( p’i2[;2’+2] 

for 1 sasn’. We may assume [o(ej”)) 1 l 1 a(@‘))] # [a(#‘)) 1 l 1 a(@“)] fol a# b 

(1 sawn’, 1 sbsn’). By Lemma 4.l(ii) 

[a(ep) I l a* 1 a(e:“‘)] @ (cy+‘J2’+2@ c;q E g&z,). 
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(k+/)‘+:-/2’+3= (k-1)2” ‘>O and (k+1)2i+2+12i+3=2m+1 imply 

(k+l)2”‘> 2”>2”‘-I >sdi+I-t. 

SQ, by Lemma 4.1(i) and Lemma 4.2(i), for 1 sas n’, 

k.w1”‘) 1 ‘.’ 1 d@9 0 (cl(k+‘)2i+20 T:2’+3J @g2(2&,) (b#a, 1 zz bsn’), 
$ g2(22 

111 
) (alI ~) 

. 

Since k - d = D > k, - & for PI’+ 15 as n, it follows from Lemma 4.1(i) and Lemma 
4.2(ii) that for each a with l<asn’ 

if n’+kb~n. Thus 

is a subsum of g@(X)). Note that ((k + 1)2’+ ‘, 12” 3, # (2”‘, 2’“), Ja(0j’))l s 2’- 1 
for all j and, by (lo), Cz’;, [o(t$“)) I l I o(@‘)] is a non-boundary cocyci:. 

This completes the proof of (d) and therefore Theorem 1.1. 
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